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We just got back from London, and I have to say this set of cards was ESSENTIAL to finding our

way around without looking like tourists! Since each walk starts and ends at a tube station, it helped

us use that system very well indeed. OK, so there's no way you can use ALL the cards on the

average vacation, but the set will pay for itself with the money and especially TIME you will save by

not expecting a taxi or a bus to get through the eternal traffic. Buy this instead of a map, and put on

your walking shoes. We really used these cards and LOVED them.

These are great, even if you just take one or two walks. It was among the few of the physical tourist

items we took, and we used it several times to get off the beaten path. A little heavy if you are trying

to travel light and take all the cards, but once there you can just pull whatever card or two you may

want for the day. Only problem was one walk to Holland Park for which, due to current construction,

it was difficult to find the park via the route on the card, but the neighborhood was interesting

nonetheless.



This card deck, like all the others produced by this publisher contains some interesting twists and

turns. However, it's weight makes it something that you'll need to lug around on a trip, that is, unless

you pare down the deck prior to travels. A consideration to keep in mind.

Took the appropriate cards with me when visiting sites (museums, gardens,etc.) and was able to

more throughly explore the areas and neighborhoods around me. Found thing I didn't even know

were there. Fun!

These cards are great....small, and in walking order for many, many walks throughout London. Took

them to London in March, and though have been many times, found them very useful, as maps of

local areas outlined in the walks, and for following the actual walks. Great product, and one does not

look like a tourist jostling through a big fold-up map....discreet!

I purchased this for my recent trip to London, and was able to follow around 10 of the 50 walks. The

pocket sized maps were easy to follow and helpful in helping you navigate the streets. However,

each route, which was on a 4x5 card, was lacking in detail, so I think it would be best used in

conjunction with a city guidebook. Afterall, how much detail can you really put into a 4x5 card. In

terms of the prescribed routes, some were really great in finding interesting points of the city, while

others (like the Sherlock Holmes route) could never have lived up to what I imagined.

Used the Paris city walks and loved it. Wasn't disappointed in the least with the london pack. You'll

see areas and neighborhoods you otherwise would not as a tourist. Highly recommend.

Easy to follow maps on each card with good directions on the backs. Covers many interesting

neighborhoods with places to stop along the way.
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